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DOUBLE VALUED REFLECTION IN THE COMPLEX PLANE

by S.M. Webster1)

Introduction

Single valued global reflection in straight lines and circles in the complex

plane, introduced into function theory and developed mainly by

H.A. Schwarz, has been used to great effect. Local reflection in real analytic

curves as given by Schwarz and Caratheodory also plays a very important
role. To many such curves one can associate global reflections, which are

however multiple valued. While Caratheodory, for example, was certainly

aware of this for the ellipse, the systematic theory of multiple valued

reflection in one complex dimension seems to have gone undeveloped

until now.
In this paper we consider the simplest curves y in the complex plane C

which are invariant under a double valued reflection. These include the

conics, which are considered in section 2, and certain cubic and quartic
curves given in section 1. We then characterize the situation intrinsically in
section 3. The data consists of a pair {t1}t2} of holomorphic involutions

on the complexification T of y, with t2 pTip, where p is the

anti-holomorphic involution of T fixing y. Actually, double valued reflections

were first studied in several complex variables, in the context of non-
degenerate complex tangents [8]. The importance of studying the dynamics
of the reversible map o TiT2 was brought out in [8]. Some of the simpler
results of [8] are used here to classify involution pairs when T is the Riemann
sphere. As an application we show how some of the classically known Riemann

maps, in somewhat different form, follow systematically from our theory.
We then go on to consider involutions on a one dimensional complex

torus in sections 5 and 6. This is mostly classical in nature, although the
realization by explicit algebraic equations of the kind needed here does not
seem to be in the literature. In the final section we consider a special case

l) Partially supported by NSF grants DMS-9201966 and DMS-9504452.
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involving a rectangular lattice. We give the Riemann map for the domain
bounded by one branch of the associated real quartic (elliptic) curve in
terms of a Weierstrass sigma quotient and the .^-function.

1. Double valued reflection

To place our work in context, we first consider, somewhat informally,
the general concept of an anti-holomorphic involutive correspondence, or
multiple valued reflection, on a complex manifold This is an assignment

Qz> °f a complex subvariety Qz C % to each point z e such that

(1.1) w e Qz & z e Qw

The variety Qz depends antiholomorphically on the point z in a way
which can be made precise. The "fixed point set" is the set

(1.2) y {z e %\z e Qz}

Such a correspondence is double valued if each Qz is generically zero
dimensional and contains two points. Starting from a generic point
z0 e we have QZo {zi, z[}. Choosing zi, we get QZl {z0,z2},
QZ2 {z\,Zs}, Thus we generate a sequence

(1.3) Zo ' * z i
' * z2 ' ^ Zi * * *

5

with z2k and z2k+i locally determined and depending holomorphically,
respectively, antiholomorphically, on Zo - If we choose z[, then Qz> {zo,z'2},
Qz> {z[,z3}, and we generate a similar sequence

(1.4) Zo^ z[^ z'2^ z'3

A basic problem of the theory is to understand the dynamics of this

process. We shall make the foregoing more precise, but only in the case

where is an open subset of the complex plane.

Let r(z, Q be holomorphic on % x 4k where

(1.5)

which satisfies

(1.6)

% ç C, {z I z e

r o p r, p (z, Q K, ^) •
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We set

(1.7) r {(z ,Q e % x I O 0},

(1.8) Y {zex/1 r» 0}

(1.9) Qw jze & I r(z, w) 0}

By (1.6) r(z,z) is real on %, and y is a real analytic curve. T, the

complexification of y, is invariant under the anti-holomorphic involution p,

which has r n {Ç, z)Y as fixed-point set. We denote the projections,

restricted to T, by

(1.10) ki(z, Q & 712(z, O n2 7ii c p

The multiple valued reflection z Q, on Y/ is derived from the single

valued reflection p on T by

tt r1 (z) p (TT r1 c^)) Tii (P (TT r1 (z))) Q-

If z0 e y and /y(z0, z0) ^ 0, then the holomorphic implicit function
theorem gives a unique w near zo, depending anti-holomorphically on z

near zo, and satisfying r(z, w) 0. The map z w is the local reflection
in y in the form emphasized by Caratheodory [l].We are merely considering
this from a more global point of view.

Definition. The real curve y admits double valued reflection, if the two
holomorphic maps jrpT^ T/, 7i2:T-> ?/ are twofold branched coverings.

(In case T has singularities, we may replace it by its Riemann surface in
this definition.)

The maps which interchange the fibers of the maps ti / are denoted

by tj : T ^ T, i - 1, 2,

(1.11) 71/ O TI 71/, (T/)2 id, / >= 1, 2; t2 O p p C Tl

They are holomorphic maps which don't commute in general. Their
commutator is o2,

(1.12) a Tj c T2

The map o is reversible, i.e. conjugate to its inverse via an involution:
G " 1

121} T j G T i

We can now explain the sequences (1.3) and (1.4) more precisely in terms
of g. From

r(Zo,Zi) r(z2,Zi) r(z2,z3) 0
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we have t2(zo,Zi) (zi,Z\)9 and

o(Zo,Zi) =» 1\ (Zi, Zi) (z2,z3) •

Hence, the map Zo^ Z2 is the first component of (Zo,Z\)^ o(zo,Zi).
Thus, we are led to studying the iterates ok of a reversible holomorphic

map o on a Riemann surface T.

In this paper we shall concentrate on the algebraic case. Thus, we

assume % C, and take r(z, Q to t>e a holomorphic polynomial of two
complex variables. For a double valued reflection we must have

(1.13) dQgzr deg^r 2, degr ^ 4

The condition is thus very restrictive. In fact, one can give give a complete
classification. We write

(1.14) r(z,z) b0 + bizz + b2z2z2 + 2Re(a0z + axz2 + a2z2z)

where the Z?'s are real, the a's complex, constants. The form of r is invariant
under linear transformation z ^ cz + d. The form of the equation r 0

is also invariant under inversion

(1.15) z~\r{z,z)^ (zz)2r(z~\ z~l)

and hence, under all Moebius transformations. (1.15) results in the change

of coefficients

(1.16) (b09bl9b2; a0ialya2) ^ (bl9bi,b0; ä29äl9ä0)

The family of curves r — 0 includes the conics, the lemniscates (inversions
of hyperbolas), cuspidal cubics (inversions of parabolas), as well as certain

elliptic curves.

If we assume that y is non-empty, then a translation results in b0 0.

An inversion then results in b2 0. We assume that degr =3, so that

a2± 0 (otherwise, we have a conic, which case we shall treat in the next

section). If both b0 0 and a0 0, we can still invert and reduce y to a

conic. Thus, we assume that either b0 0, or a0 =£ 0. The translation

z ^ z + c results in

ax h> a\ 4* ca2

so that we can make ax 0 by a unique choice of c. Now we can make

the changes

z ^ cz, r h» Xr9 X X ^ 0, c =£ 0

which result in

a21-> Xc2ca2
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We make a2= 1 and then restrict to c c, Xc3 =• 1. If b0 =£ 0, we can

make b0 1, which gives the normal form, under the Moebius group,

(1.17) r - 1 + + 2Re(az + z2z), b e R, a e C

If b0 0, we have

a0 ^ Xca0 c~2a0

We make | a0 | - 1, after which we must restrict to c ± 1, X + 1.

The normal form is

(1.18) r bzz + 2Re{az + z2z), \ a | 1, b ^ 0

In summary we have proved the following.

Proposition 1.1. Suppose that the (non-empty) real algebraic curve

y C C admits double valued reflection. Then, under Moebius transformation

y is equivalent to a conic section, or to a curve r 0, w/zoro r zs

given by either (1.17) or (1.18).

A different normal form will appear later from the intrinsic point of view.

We note that if degzr 1, then we have a circle, and the above process
reduces to transforming it to a straight line. These are the cases of global single

valued reflection.

2. Conic sections

In this section we shall describe the relevant geometry of real quadratic
curves in the complex plane. This should give a clearer idea of the possible
dynamics in (1.3) and (1.4). The description is only "local" in that it
depends on making certain branch cuts, so that the double valued reflection
falls into two single valued reflections. In the next section we shall give a

more coherent treatment, essentially by passing to a two-sheeted Riemann
surface, namely T, on which the double valued reflection becomes a single
valued one, namely p.

The conic with foci ± a, a > 0, and parameter b > 0 is given by

(2.1) I z + a I + s I z - a \ b, s2 1

This is an ellipse if s - + 1, b > 2a, and one branch of a hyperbola
if £ - - 1, b < 2a. The other branch is gotten by replacing b with - b.
Squaring and simplifying twice gives the equation
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(2.2)

where

r(z, z) Bzz - A (z2 + z2) - 1 0

(2.3)
4a2 4 (b2 - 2a2)

b2(b2 - 4a2)
'A

b2(b2-4a2)

(2.4)

(2.3) shows that (2.1) is an ellipse when A > 0 and a hyperbola when
A < 0. (2.4) shows that B - 2A is always positive, and that A,B + 2^4,

and B2 - 4A2 all have the same sign. Conversely, if (2.2) represents a conic
with foci on the x-axis (z x + iy), then we must have B - 2A > 0. It is

an ellipse when B + 2A > 0, hyperbola when B + 2A < 0, with vertices

at ± a i,
(2.5) ai 1/B - 2A

The complexified conic T is given by (Ç w)

(2.6) r(z, w) Bzw - A (z2 + w2) -1=0.
For each fixed z we get two values of w, except when the discriminant

vanishes, i.e. when z - ± a is a focus. If we cut the z-plane from one focus

to the other along a segment on the Riemann sphere P x, the Riemann
surface tti : F -> Pi falls into two sheets and the double valued reflection
splits into two single valued ones, which we denote by p+,p_. They are

most easily visualized via the sine transform

(2.8) z a sin t a (sin t' cosh t" + i cos t' sinh t"), t - t' + it"
For the ellipse we make the cut from + a to + oo along the positive real

axis and from - oo to - a along the negative real axis. The remaining open
set is the biholomorphic image of the strip \t'\ < n/2 under (2.8). For

c" > 0, the pair of segments t" ± c" are transformed into one confocal

ellipse, denoted Ec», while for | c' | < 7i/2, the vertical line tr c' is mapped

to one branch Hc> of a confocal hyperbola. For

(2.7) A (B2 - 4A2)z2 - 4A

(2.9)
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EC" is our original ellipse. It follows that in the t-coordinate the above

mentioned reflections p± are given by

(2.10) p ± (/',*") {t';±2c'0r -t")
while the first component of o is given by

(2.11) p_ o p + (t',t") (t\r-4cfo)
Note that these maps preserve each confocal hyperbola branch, while

permuting the confocal ellipses. By successive reflections in t" c'0' and

t" -c'q, a suitable analytic function defined inside the original ellipse

can be extended to a larger and larger domain, eventually to the entire

cut z-plane.
Note that by reflecting the segment t" c'0' in the segment t" — c'0',

and vice-versa, we see that to each point of Ec^ there is a unique point
Zi(z) e E3c'o> (lying on the same confocal hyperbola), with r(z,Z\(z)) 0.

These points zi sweep out the first "self reflection" of the original ellipse.

For the hyperbola we cut the z-plane along the finite segment from - a

to + a on the real axis. We set

ai« (7) =si°-'j/Tb-
Then (2.8) maps the lines t' c'0, and t' n - Cq, onto Hc» and the

line t' — n/2 two-to-one onto [a, + 00). The two local single valued reflections

are now given by

(2.13) p + (0 (2c'0 - t',t"),p_(0(2(7t - cé) - t")
in which we may restrict to t" > 0, and

(2.14) p_ o p + (t) (t' + 2n~4c'0,n
By the 2n-periodicity of the sine function, these maps are single valued

on the cut z-plane. They preserve each confocal ellipse and permute the
branches of the confocal hyperbolas.

We can easily compute the maps t; for conics. If (z\ w') ii(z, w),
then z' z, and r(z, w') 0, r(z, w) 0. Substracting these two equations

gives

(2.15) t i (z, w) (z, BA _ 1

z - w)

Similarly,

(2.16) X2 (z, w) - z + BA - 1

w, w)
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and

(2.17) o(z,w) (~z + BA~lw, -BA~lz + (B2A~2 - l)w)

It is only the restrictions of these maps to r(z, w) 0 which has intrinsic
meaning. We have proved the following.

Proposition 2.1. a) For the ellipse (2.1), s + 1, let the z-plane be

cut along the semi-infinite segments (-oo, -a] and [+a, + oo) of the real
axis. Then the z-component of o becomes single valued and preserves each

confocal hyperbola branch while permuting the confocal ellipses. It is

conjugate, via the sine transform (2.8), to the translation map (2.11) of the

infinite strip, b) For the hyperbola, s - 1, let the z-plane be cut along
the finite segment [-a, + a\ of the real axis. The z-component of o
becomes single valued and preserves each confocal ellipse while permuting
the confocal hyperbola branches. It is conjugate to the map covered by the

translation map (2.14) on the upper half plane.

The proposition demonstrates a certain vague principle first brought out
in [8] : elliptic geometry leads to hyperbolic dynamics, while hyperbolic
geometry leads to elliptic dynamics.

Finally, we consider a parabola with focus at z 0, vertex at z a/2, and

directrix line Rez a > 0,

a - Re z \z \

Simplifying as before, we get

(2.18) r{z, w) (z - w)2 - 4a(z + w) + 4a2 0

with discriminant A 8 az. Proceeding as before we find

(2.19) tfz, w) (z, 2z - w + 4a), t2(z, w) (- z + 2w + 4a, w)

and

(2.20) o(z,w) (- z + 2w + 4a, - 2z + 3w + 12a)

Again these maps must be restricted to the curve (2.18).

The squaring map z t2 plays the role analogous to the sine transform
above. We may cut the z-plane from 0 to + oo along the real axis, and consider

the reflections in t' ]/a/2, t' - ]/a/2, t" > 0. The parabolic nature

of the dynamics becomes clear.
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3. The intrinsic theory: genus zero

From the intrinsic point of view we start with a pair of holomorphic
involutions tp T -> T, i= 1,2, on an abstract Riemann surface T. The

quotient spaces T/t7 T, have natural analytic structures [4], and t/ is the

covering involution for the branched covering n,-: T T/. If

(3.1) t2 PTi p

for an anti-holomorphic involution p on T, then there exists an anti-

biholomorphic map p: Fi -> T2 with p o nx n2 ° p. We are mainly
concerned with the case Ti T2 c Pi, although one could study real analytic

curves on an arbitrary Riemann surface Tx. If T is compact, and Tx Pl5
then T is hyperelliptic. The existence of the two functionally independent
2-fold branched coverings ti,: T -> Pi forces T to be either an elliptic or
rational curve [4]. We shall restrict to these two cases, in this paper.

In the genus zero case, T Pi, which we consider in this section, the

holomorphic involutions are fractional linear maps. A single one x{t) can
be normalized so that its fixed points are t 0, oo, and hence has the

form x(t) - t. The theory of a pair of such involutions is still elementary,
but somewhat involved, so we shall refer to [8] for some details.

For a pair of holomorphic involutions Tj, x2, let the fixed-point sets be

(3.2) FP(Ti) {pH Qi}, i 1,2.

If ti and t2 have the same fixed-point sets, they are equal. They have a

single common fixed point in the parabolic case. We first consider the general
case in which the four points {px ,qx,p2,q2) are all distinct. We may form
their cross ratio,

(3.3) k «
(Pi - qi) (qi - Pi)

Interchanging ii and t2, or px with qx, or p2 with q2 results in (at most)
the change k ^ 1/k. Thus, the conditions k > 0, k < 0, ReK 0, kk 1,

for example, are intrinsic conditions on the pair t/. The first two occur
when Tj and i2 are intertwined by an anti-holomorphic involution p.
The significance of the second two conditions is still rather mysterious
at this point.

The maps Ti,t2 may be represented in homogeneous coordinates
(£, h) g C2 for P! by a pair of linear involutions. As in section 2 of [8]
they may chosen as follows,
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Tia,ti) (Xn,x-1o, T2(Ç,ÎI) (X-'ti.X^),
o(^Tl) *= (n4. H ~ 1 Tl), H x2.

In the non-homogeneous coordinate Ç/r|,

(3-5) Tl (0 - I2(f) — O(0
t

Since

(3.6) FP(t,) {X, -X},FP(t2)-X"1}
we have

(3.7) K

2

An anti-holomorphic involution p of Pi is given by reflection in some
circle, which is anti-linear in homogeneous coordinates. Thus, lemma 2.2

of [8] applies directly to give the following.

Lemma 3.1. The normal form for the triple Ti, t2, p, with x2p pxi,
falls into two cases. The x, are still given by (3.4) or (3.5), while

(3.9) XX 1, 0 < arg X < n/2, p(£, rj) (Ç, ti), p(t) t

(3.11) is the elliptic case with k > 0. (3.12) is the hyperbolic case, where

k < 0.

Next we consider the problem of realizing the data T/ by means of an

analytic curve,

(3.10) z n1(t), w n2(t), nt o t/ tu,-

This amounts to finding suitable functions ttz- invariant under T/. We

shall also impose the reality condition

(3.11) 7l2 7t! o p

In general we can try 71/ / + / c x,-, for any analytic or meromorphic
function /. Taking /(/) / leads to the "Zhukovsky functions",

(3.8) X=X>1, P(4, Tl) (Tl, 4), p(0 1 /t,
or

(3.12)
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where a, ß are constants. Computing z2,w2,zw, and eliminating t leads

to the equation

<3-13) "(""if
Next we choose the constants so that (3.11) holds. For the case (3.8) we

take ß ap, a 1, so that

(3.14)
1 I h\ h I, 1 \

z — - 11 + — 1 w - 11 + — I

2 I 2 l Vit)

and (3.13) becomes (2.6) with

4(1 + p2) 4p 4
(3.15) B — — A B-2A

(1-p2)2 (1-h2)2 1 + p2

Since the last two numbers are positive, we have an ellipse with foci on
the real axis.

For the case (3.9) we choose ß et, and a X, so that the coefficients of
z2 and w2 in (3.16) are equal. We get

<3 i6> z=f ('+^ -1 (r+-
and equation (2.6) with

(3.17) B —
+ -,A - + Ë ~2)

(H-u)2 (li-li)2 (li-|J.)2
It follows that A < 0, and B - 2A > 0, since - 2<p + p<2, by (3.9).

Thus we have a hyperbola with foci on the real axis.
In the parabolic case we may assume that qx q2 00, and px 1,

p2 - ~ 1
• Then

(3.18) Ti(t)= — t + 2, — t — 2.
If we take

(3.19) p

then x2 pxip. We can satisfy (3.13) and (3.14) if we take m « + / o T,,
where / op ~f.Thuswe take f(t) at2, ct,

(3-20) z 2a(t-l)2,l)2
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Adding and subtracting to eliminate t gives

(3.21) r(z, w) (z - w)2 - 16a(z + w) + 64a2 0

which is (2.18) with a 4a.

Remark. In the above examples we chose the simplest non-trivial
rational functions f(t), which led us back to the examples of section 2.

Other choices of / would lead to more complicated rational curves.

4. RiemAnn maps

The deeper geometric and analytic properties of a simply connected

proper subdomain D C C are brought out in the problem of mapping it
conformally onto the unit disc A, or right half plane H. In this section we

shall indicate by example what role double valued reflection plays in this

problem.
Thus, let the boundary 8D be a branch of a real algebraic curve admitting

double valued reflection. The Riemann map, f:D~+ A, continues to some

neighborhood of the closure D, and so maps a curve with double valued

reflection to one with single valued reflection. This forces / to possess

additional symmetry properties. Roughly speaking, if / could be continued

globally, then the two reflected points of any point z would have to map
to the single reflected point of f(z). This is decisive in determining an

explicit expression for /.
We first consider the domain D inside the ellipse (2.2). The first map,

z 7ii(0> in (3.14) takes the annulus A\ {1 < 11 \ < p} onto D, as a

two fold covering

(4.1)

branched at the points t ±X e A \ We have

(4.2) 7i-*(y) dA^ Yi u

where ji is the fixed point set of p, and y^ Ti(yO is the fixed point
set of p^ Ti pTi

(4.3) p(0 l/t, p^(0 n/t
The Riemann map,

(4.4) f:D->H, f(z)
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will, of course, be as given by H.A. Schwarz [10], [9], except that we choose

to map to the right half plane H\Re Ç > 0, rather than to the unit disc.

We assume that / maps the vertex - ax to 0, and the vertex + ax to oo.

It follows that h f ° n{ will have simple zeros at nxl(-ax) and simple

poles at 7ij-1(fli). Since h is purely imaginary on the boundary of Ax,
we can extend it to successively larger and larger annuli by the two reflections

(4.5) h p o h o p, h p o h o P|i, p (Q - Ç

It follows by (3.1) that the extended function h must satisfy

(4.6) h hop[lop ho (ii pTj) o p h o o

This extended function h must also remain invariant under tx by analytic
continuation of functional relations. Equivalently, h is invariant under both
Ti and t2. Hence, we seek h(t) meromorphic for 0 < 111 < oo, satisfying

h o o(t) h(\i2t) h(t),
h o ti(t) h(\i/t) h(t)

and having simple zeros at t - 1, - p, and simple poles at t + 1,

+ p, (p > 1).

We set

(4.7) t e-% (p(s) /z(e5)

Then (p is to be doubly periodic with respect to the lattice

(4.8) A « {«iCOi + n2co21 nx, n2 e Z}

where

(4.9) co! 21ogp > 0, co2 2ni

It is to have simple zeros at points congruent, mod A, to

(4-10) ax 27t/, a2 coj/2

and simple poles at points congruent to

(4-11) bi ni, b2 ni + coi/2

Since ax + a2 - bx + b2, <p can be represented as the Weierstrass Sigma
quotient [5], [6]

(4.12) (PCs) cS^S >S^~g2)
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where

(4.13) S(s) s n (l--)expf- + l(-)2)
oo e A - {0} \ CO/ \CÛ 2 \C0/ /

The map X) is covered by the map

(4.14) T (s) -5 + Cöj/2

cp and (p o Ti have poles and zeros at the same points, with the same orders.

Hence, cp o Ti/cp cu where c] 1, since Ti is an involution. Since the

sum of the residues at the two poles of each is zero, one can see, using the

form (4.14), that cx +1. Hence, (p is automatically -invariant. We have

proved the following equivalent of the theorem of Schwarz [10].

Theorem 4.1. The Riemann map (4.4) of the ellipse D onto the right
half plane H has the form

where (p is given by (4.12), (4.13).

As another example we consider the conformai map / from the domain D
to the right of the right branch of the hyperbola (2.1) onto the right half
plane H. That this problem is more "unstable" than the previous one

may be seen by making the inversion z ^ 1/z. The hyperbola goes into
the lemniscate

and D goes into one of the bounded domains D which (4.16) bounds. D has

a corner at 0 with angle s,

The mapping problem is rather sensitive to the rationality properties
of 8 relative to n. The two branches of the lemniscate at 0 lift to different
sheets of the branched covering z tci(t)9 (3.19), the whole curve being
the image of the real ^-axis.

7i i maps t > 0 onto the right branch of the hyperbola, i.e. onto dD.
The sector

(4.15) f(z) (p (log {z±1/z2 - M-))

(4.16) Bzz - A(z2+ z2) z2z2

(4.17)

(4.18) Sga {0 < arg t<2a arg p.}, X eia
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is mapped 2-to-l onto Z), with the branch point X going to the focus z o.

If we commence to extend h f 3 %\ by reflecting in the sides of S0

we are likely to get a multiple valued map. Hence, we set

(4.19) t e2a5/71, 5 si + is2, cp(s) - h(e2as/K)

so that 0 < is mapped to S20a. The maps o and X\ are covered by

(4.20) o(s) s + 2ni, t{(s) - s + ni

Thus, (p is 271/'-periodic, purely imaginary for Im s 0,n, and

<p(—£ + 7i/) cp(5'). The function (p(s) sin(/5) satisfies these conditions.

Thus, [9]

(4.21) f(z)sin log [X (z ± 1 z2 - 1)] j

If 42 _ £ is rational, then one can avoid the transcendental functions

in (4.21). We set

(4.22) ts?'",<p(s) his?'«)

Then cp reflects across the real axis and has simple zeros at s ± 1

and simple poles at i1 0, oo. Thus, cp (s) ci(s - and we get

(4.23) f(z) ci[(X(z ± V z2 - \))q/p - (X(z± 1 z2 - lj)p/q]

All the above maps are, of course, well known. The point here is that they
follow naturally from our theory, as also does the Riemann map of the

inside of a parabola using (3.20). One might hope to "explain" all such

explicit maps within the current framework.
In place of the Riemann map we may consider the Green's function. We

briefly consider the case of the ellipse D. Let G(t, t0) be the Green's function

for with pole at t0 We have

(4.24) G(t! {t),Tj (t0))t0)

since ii is an involutive automorphism of A\ It follows that

(A
G(L to) =a - [G(t, t0) + G(t, ii(G))]

(4.Zj) 2

l-[G(t,ïo)+ G(t1(0,ïo)]
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must descend to the Green's function of E°. For the annulus G may be

constructed, for example, by the method of electrostatic images, using the
reflections (4.3) in the boundary circles of Af (see [2], [7]).

The lemniscate (4.16) may serve as a useful model for domains with
corners.

5. Involutions on a torus

We return to the situation at the beginning of section 3, but with a

non-simply connected Riemann surface T. Let n : T -* F be the universal

covering space, and A ç Aut(T) be the group of covering transformations.
We consider liftings

(5.1) Xi,p;f -f
of tI, p. For each y e A there is a ji e A with

(5.2) p o y yi ° p

and similarly for t /. Also

(5.3) T;,p2eA.
In this section we take T C, and A a group of translations, which we

shall also identify with an additive subgroup of (C, +) of rank one or two
over Z. We shall determine what restrictions on A are forced if F is the

complexification of a real curve admitting double valued reflection. We are,

of course, interested in the corresponding objects on T C/A.
We drop the tilde notation and let te C. In view of (5.3), we consider

(5.4) t i(t) s it + Ci, ef 1, (8/ + 1 )Ci e A, z 1,2;

(5.5) c(0 Tit2{t) £ib2^ + C] + Sic2 ;

(5.6) p(0 at + b, aä 1, b + ab e A

In case x2 pT} p, we have

(5.7) Si s2, c2 a(z\b + cx) + b

The constants ciy b are only determined mod A. For each x,, either

Sj - 1 and Ci e C can be arbitrary, or sz +1 and 2c, e A.
We set

(5.8) a e2ai, 0 ^ a < n, pa(0 at

la {Xeia I X e R} {t \ Re(ie ~iat) 0}
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pa is the reflection the line /«. If we apply the condition (3.3) we get

(5.9) pa(A) A

Thus, A must be symmetric about la. Clearly, b + ab e la, so (5.6) gives

(5.10) b + ab cöo e A n la

and b lies on the line perpendicular to la and passing through ^co0. This

line has the equation

(5.11) 2Re(e~ia(t - co0/2)) e~ia(t + at - co0) 0

If A satisfies (5.9) for some angle a, we choose co0 e A n la, for example

co0 0. We then choose b satisfying (5.10), and construct p. If we replace b

by £ + co*, co* e A n /a, then co0 gets replaced by co0 + 2co*. Hence, there

are at most two inequivalent choices for co0 on la.
A point t0 e C represents a fixed-point of p if and only if it lies on a

line of the form

(5.12) t - at - b coo e A

Since t — at is orthogonal to eia, cOq must lie on the line perpendicular to
Ia and passing through - ^co0,

(5.13) t + at + cöo — 0

If there is an cOq e A on this line, then the fixed-point set FP(p) of p
is non-empty, and is given by (5.12) for all such cOq. (5.12) is the line
parallel to la and passing through \(b+ cof'); hence, there are at most two
inequivalent choices of C0q.

First consider the very simple case

(5.14) A {2nki \ k e Z}

From (5.9) we can only have a 0, or a n/2. In the first case, la is
the real axis, a 1, and co0 0, b ib2 is purely imaginary. We may
take cOo 2ki, k 1,2; thus

(5.15) p(£) t + ib2, FP{p) s= {Im t b2/2} u {Im t b2/2 + 71}

In the second case la is the imaginary axis, a - - 1, and we may take
either co0 0, or co0 2ni. Then, either b bl e R, or b bx + in. In
the first case we have co0 0, while in the second case there is no con
Thus,

(5.16) p(0 - t+ buFPip) {Ret bx/2}
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Of course, T C*, and the covering projection n : C - T is just
(s n(t) et. The first choice of p gives reflection in the two rays
argÇ, \b2,\b2 + n. The second gives reflection in the circle | Ç | ebK

We must still make a choice of Ti as in (5.4), and find a "minimal"
function F which is Ti-invariant. Relative to Ç we have Xi(Q M-C8l>

p eCl. For 81= - 1, we take F m f + f OTi Ç+ pÇ_1. For 81 + 1,

c 1 ni, we take F f ' f 0 -Ç2. We have already used these in
the case of conics.

Next we consider a rank two lattice (4.8), and after a coordinate change

if necessary, choose a normalized basis coi 1, co2 co,

1 1
„

(5.17) Im co > 0, < Re co — co ^ 1

2 2

I co I 1 => ite co ^ 0

We consider those A which satisfy the reality condition (5.9) [3], [5].
Since a — pa(l) e A, we have c? nx + n2(ù, and

1 aä n\ + n\ \ co |2 + 2nxn2Re&

(5.18) ^ + n\ - 2 I nxn2Reu> \

^\n{\2 + \ n2\2 - \nin2\^\nxn2 \

There are two cases. If n{n2 0, then either a ± 1, or | co |

1 and a ± co. Otherwise, | nx | | n21 1, and we have the equalities

in (5.18). Equality in all three places implies | co | — I, Re (o \,
nxn2 ^ 0, and \ nx \ \ n2 \. Hence, n2 - nx ±1, and a ± (co - 1).

I co I I co - 1 I 1 implies that co (1 + ]/3/)/2. If a ±1, then both
co, cö, and hence 2Re(ù are in A. It follows that either Re co 0, or
Re co |.

In summary we have the following classical result.

Lemma 5.1. Suppose that C/A admits the reflection (5.8). Then the

possibilities for A and a are

1. Recù 0, I co I > 1, c? ± 1;

2. Re co I, I co I > 1, a ± 1 ;
3. I co I 1, 0 < iteco < \ a ± co;

4. co /, a - ± 1, ± /;
5. co (1 + l/3/)/2, a ±1, ± co, ± (co — 1).
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In particular, it follows that J(co), the elliptic modular function [5], is

real at co. In each case one has to determine the possible reflections p,

determine their fixed-point sets, and add a suitable ii.
We consider the rectangular case (1) of the lemma, for application in

the next section. Let

(5.19) coi 1, co2 co — /co", co" > 1

be a normalized basis. For a 1, la is the real axis, co0 0, or co0 1,

b ib2, or b \ + ib2, 0 < b2 < co". In the first case C0q 0, or
cog co, while there is no C0q in the second case. Thus, we have

(5.20) p(0 t + ib2, FP{p) {Im t b2/2} u {Im t (b2 + co")/2}

For a - 1, /« is the imaginary axis, co0 0 or co0 co, b bx,
or b bx + zco"/2, 0 ^ bx < 1. C0q 0, 1 in the first case, and there is

no coo in the second case. We have

(5.21) p(0 - ~t + bu FP(p) {Ret by/2} u {Ret (b{ + l)/2}
If Si - 1, then

(5.22) FP(ti) {ci/2, (Ci + c0i)/2, {cx + co2)/2, (c{ + coi + co2)/2}

If we have Si +1, 2cx e A, cx $ A, then %x has no fixed points. Xj is
then the deck transformation of an unbranched covering of another torus.

We turn to the problem of concretely realizing the data of the previous
section in the main case. Given a complex torus F C/A, with a pair of
holomorphic involutions induced by

6. Embedding of tori

(6.1) l(0 - t + ci9 i 1,2

we look for a pair of two-fold branched coverings

(6.2) 71 / : F Pi, 71/ o x/ nh i 1,2

(6.3)

The problem is immediately solved by taking

*) Zi 71/(0 &(t - Ci/2), / 1, 2
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where

(6.4) $»(,) !+ " 1 1

co 6 A - {0} \(t — CO)2 CO"

is the Weierstrass .^-function [5], [6]. We set

(6.5) 7i(0 MO)
If 7t(j0) 71 (/0), s0 ^ t0i then s0 - m°d A. Thus 7i will be

one-to-one, as a map into Pi x Pl5 if we assume

(6.6) c2 - Cj $ A

To represent ji as a map into P2 with homogeneous coordinates
£>, Z\ Çi/Ço, £2 Ç2/Ç0, we again use the sigma function (4.13). We

have [6]

(6.7) .^(0 - a?log5(0 —2 A - S'(02
5(0

Since A(0) — 5'(0)2 1= 0, we may write n as

Co 5(i-c1/2)25(?-c2/2)2
(6.8) Ci A(r — c,/2)5(?- c2/2)2

C2 A(t - c2/2) S(t—Cj/2)2

The branch points of the map tt2 are given by (5.22), with (Oj b 1,

and co2 co. By (6.6) the curve n has no finite singular points. Since M0
has a pole of order two at t cz/2, i 1,2; the plane curve has two cusps

on the line at oo corresponding to these two parameter values. Such curves

are considered in [3], for example.
To find the equation G(z\, Zz) 0 of this plane curve, we change the

variable, t t - C\J2, so that G(M0> Mt + c)) 0, where

(6.9) c (ci — c2)/2

We set

x #0 + c), p M0, p' »

ß= MO, ß'- MO-
The addition theorem and differential equation satisfied by [6] give

ß
1 lP'~P'l'2 /I 3X + p+ ß - — p 2 - g2p ~ gl

(6.10)

4 U-ß
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We rewrite these as

(P' - ß')2 A(x,p),

and eliminate p'. This gives

(6.11) F(x,p) F(x,p, ß, pr) (A-B- ß'2)2 - 4ß'2£ 0

Note that A - B is quadratic in p, and ß'2 F(ß). Since F is an even

function of ß\ and & is an even function, changing c to - c shows that
we also have F(p,x) 0. Since the coefficient of x2 in F is \6{p - ß)2,

we must have

F(x,p)G(x,p)ß)2

Expanding in powers of p— ß gives

F(x, ß) 0, dpF(x, ß) 0

(6.12)
G(x,p) (1/2 )djF(x,ß)+ (1/6)9 ß) (p - ß)

+ (1/24)9^, ß)(^-ß)2
After some computation we get

tf. 1T> G(Zi,Z2)Zi-ß)2(z2 - ß)2 + ß,(zi - ß) - ß)
(6.13)

+ ß2 (^ 1 + Z2 — 2ß) + ß3

where

(614)
ßi= "(12ß2-g2)/2,ß2= -F(ß),

ß3 - (12ß2 - g2)2 - 3ßF(ß)

Next we consider the reality condition (3.11). From (5.9) and (6.4) we get

(6.15) &{t) a2^(at)
By definition g2 60G2,g3 140G3, where [6]

°«= s -L
co e A - {0} CO

It follows from (5.9) that Gka2kGk, so that

(6-16) §2 a4g2, gi a6g2

By (5.7) we have c (c, - ac1 - b+ 2,so that - Hence,

(6.17) ß ö2ß,ß! ß4ß,, ß2 ßSß2) ß3 a8ß3
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To satisfy (3.11) we redefine

(6.18) 7i/(0 a/A{t - Ci/2)

and set

(6.19) G0(zi,z2) a4G(z\/a,z2/a)

so that

(6.20) G0(zi,Z2) G0(Z2,ZI)

In summary we have

Proposition 6.1. Let A C/A have the holomorphic involutions

(6.1) intertwined by the anti-holomorphic involution (5.6). Then

(T, p, T/) is realized by the map (6.5), (6.18) onto the quartic curve
Go(zi, z 2) 0 given by (6.13), (6.14), (6.19). If the fixed-point set of p is

non-empty, then this is the complexification of the real curve G0(z, z) 0.

7. A RECTANGULAR LATTICE

We consider the special case of A, p, t, as given in (5.19), (5.6), (6.1),
with

(7.1) a =* + 1, b 0, c% Cj c\ + zcj% c - ic
From (6.16), (6.15) it follows that g2, gi, ß are real, and ß' is purely

imaginary. Thus, the coefficients ßi,ß2,ß3 of G(z\,z2) are real. With
t t' + it", we have

(7.2) FP{p) - {t" 0} u {t" - co,V2}

(7.3) i\{t" 0} 0 c"}, 7,\{t" co,V2} {t11 cf + cd"/2}

Let us assume that 0 < c" < co"/2. Then the torus A is divided into
four annuli

Ai' {0 < t" < c"}, A2 {c" < t" < co,,/2}

A3 {co'V2 < t" < c" + co/,/2}, A4 {c" + œ,,/2 < t" < (jL),,}

The fixed points of are, by (5.22),

(7.4) c1/2,(c1 + l)/2 e A \

(7.5) (ci -f- i(ù")/2, (C\ + 1 + /co )/2 g A3
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For the map z~n\(t) (6.3), we get

(7.6) Dj 7iMj), Cj dDj, 1 ^7^4.
Then the z-plane is the disjoint union of Dx, D2 D4, D3, C{, and C3.

7i i maps each of A 2 and ^44 biholomorphically onto D2, which is topo-
logically an annulus with boundary C2 Cx - C3. 7ii also gives twofold
branched coverings of At onto Dx, i 1,3, branched at (7.4), (7.5). In
particular, Th is unbounded, containing 7ti(ci/2)~= oo in its interior, and Cx

and C3 are symmetric with respect to the real axis. 7ti(/) is real on the two
horizontal lines through (7.4) and (7.5). It is also real on the two vertical
lines {t' cJ/2}, {t* (cJ + l)/2}, which intersect 8^41 in the points

1 1

(7.7) ax =-c[,a2 - c[ + ic['

and

(7.8) bx + 1 ~ (c; + 1), b2=l- (c[ + 1) + ic"

7ii(#i) 711(a2) e Ci n R and 7ii(Z?i + 1) %\{b2) eCjoR are the
"vertices" of Cx.

The "annular" domain D2 has the same conformai type as A2, which
is determined by - c". This depends on both A and xx.

Finally we consider the Riemann map, Ç f(z), of Dx onto the right
half plane H, which takes tt!(a2) to zero and 7i\(bx + 1) to oo. We extend

/ o 7ii(/) to the entire /-plane by reflection in the lines {/" 0} and

{/" c"}. This gives a doubly periodic meromorphic function $ with
period module

(7.9) A {nx - 1 + n2 • 2c" i | nx, n2 e Z}

$ has the representation in terms of the sigma function S relative to A,

(7.10) $
S(t-è,)S(t-Z>2)

The invariance $ o x, <p follows as in section 4, since x^aO a2,
il(ô)) b2.Since z -^(t — C!/2), we have

Theorem 7.1. Let A be the lattice with periods (5.19), and let
D\ C Pi the simply connected domain above. The Riemann map,
C /(z), o/ Dx onto the right half planeH is given by

(7.11) C -cp(."-;U) + c,/2)
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where $ is the sigma quotient (7.10) relative to the lattice (7.9), and
7?-1 (z) is the elliptic integral of the first kind, in Weierstrass normal form,
relative to A.

Remark. We have seen that double valued reflection places a severe

restriction on a real algebraic curve in the complex plane. In fact our results
should provide the basis for a complete and explicit classification. We have
also seen how double valued reflection may be used to explicitly determine
Riemann maps. Apparently, all known such examples can be so explained. The
result in the above theorem seems to be new. It would be interesting to work
out more examples in the genus one case.
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